Teen Audio Guide
VIRGINIA MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS

M.LiT, Museum Leaders in Training is VMFA’s leadership program for teens, grades 8–12.
Through hands-on workshops, insightful lectures, and engaging discussions, participants
learn from visiting artists, college students, VMFA staff, and museum professionals. M.LiT
students explore museum and art-related careers while serving as both advisers and
participants in the development of teen programs.
AUDIO-GUIDE PROJECT

This audio guide was developed from the work of M.LiT participants, who learn to write
their own gallery tours and serve as junior docents or tour guides during large teen events.
VMFA staff selected one object from each tour, and M.LiT participants narrowed the works
down further, identifying a single cohesive theme: Depictions of Divinity.
The thirteen works presented here explore: Depictions of Divinity. While viewing the work
and listening, visitors will be intrigued by seemingly arbitrary objects, enticed by musical
compositions, receive insightful information, hear six-word student memoirs, and make
connections to other works in VMFA’s collections.
As the project developed, M.LiTers came to the conclusion that there was no single path to
understanding the depiction of divinity in works of art.
Turn the guide over. . . . Choose your path and, at the conclusion, follow the audio
instructions to share how you were enlightened.

HOW IT WORKS

1. The artworks listed here are color-coded by collection to match the VMFA Gallery Map.
2. Look for audio symbols on the gallery labels that identify the artworks.
3. Access the audio tour from your cell phone at 1.888.301.8549, followed by the artwork
number and the pound symbol (#).
4. Turn this guide over to choose your path.
5. M.LiT Audio Guide creators are credited next to specific works.
6. In only six words, share why you think artwork depicts divinity or share your response 		
to one of the works on the tour, Tweet @ VMFA Education # M.LiT “type your six-		
word memoir here.”

Museum Leaders in Training is generously sponsored by Wells Fargo.
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V M FA T ee n A udio G uide : Depictions of Divinity

Choose any path and discover the meaning behind these seemingly arbitrary objects as they relate
to divinity. Use a gallery map to help you navigate the galleries. Seek and find the images below on
the gallery wall labels.
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